INTRODUCING GREEN PIN FACILITY FOR PSB DEBIT CARDS

Dear PSB Cardholder,

For ease & convenience, Bank introduced Green PIN facility which enables cardholders of PSB to generate their own Debit Card PINs instantly at any of PSB ATMs. This facility is available for all existing as well as new customers of the Bank.

Following are the steps to generate Green PIN for Debit Card at PSB ATM:

1. Insert your PSB Debit Card and select the "Green PIN" option.
2. After selecting the "Green PIN" option, select "OTP generation".
3. After selecting "OTP generation", the transaction will end and a 6 digit OTP is sent to your registered mobile number which will be valid for half an hour.
4. Insert your PSB Debit Card again and select "Green PIN" option.
5. After selecting the "Green PIN" option, select option "OTP validation".
6. After selecting the same, ATM will prompt you to enter the 6 digit OTP received on your registered mobile number.
7. After entering the OTP, the ATM will validate OTP.
8. Enter your new 4 digit Personal Identification Number (PIN) of your choice.
9. A message is displayed on the ATM Screen on successful generation of PIN and the same will also get printed on the receipt.

Please contact your base branch for any assistance and support.
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